
 

 

DOG PARTY CONTRACT & HOLD HARMLESS WAIVER 

 

Owner(s) Name: ________________________________________________  

Phone #: __________________________ Email: ______________________  

Date of Event: ___________________ Time Reserved: _________________ 

 

I have read and agree to the following. Initial on each line below. 

_______1. I understand for the safety of my dog(s) and others, I shall bring my dog(s) and 

instruct my guests to bring their dog(s) into What a Ruff Life, LLC restrained on a leash.  

_______2. What a Ruff Life, LLC allows all well-socialized breeds on the facility premise. I certify 

that my dog(s) and the dogs of any invited guests participating in my party are well-socialized 

and non-aggressive. 

_______3. What a Ruff Life’s vaccination policy is that all dogs partaking in activities at their 

facility must be current on the following: Rabies, Distemper/Parvo and Bordetella/Kennel 

Cough. I have been informed of and understand the vaccination requirements of What a Ruff 

Life, LLC. I certify that my dog(s) and the dogs of any invited guests participating in my party are 

current on all vaccinations and parasite-free upon entering the facility. Vets recommend all 

vaccines be administered at least 72 hours prior to entering the facility and exposure to other 

pets. 

_______4. I understand that I am allowing my dog(s) to be off leash within the unleashed party 

area and that they will play at their own risk. 

_______5. In the event my dog(s) causes injury to another dog or person while at What a Ruff 

Life, LLC, I agree to indemnify and subrogate What a Ruff Life, LLC from any action which may 

be brought against it and for any defense, settlement, or judgement against it. I will assume all 

liability for the actions of my dog(s) and the actions of those dogs present at my party. 



_______6. I understand that What a Ruff Life’s unleashed party area is a free-play environment 

without staffed supervision and I am responsible for supervising my dog(s) and invited dogs. As 

always, with the interaction of dogs of different sizes, breeds, sex and temperaments, there are 

inherent risks which even when monitored, may result in injury. I assume all risks, including but 

not limited to behavior problems, the transfer of communicable diseases such as "kennel 

cough," "puppy warts," or parasites and injuries such as sore or ripped pads, broken nails, 

unsheathed nails, puncture wounds, abrasions, cuts, and communicable illnesses. 

_______7. I am solely responsible and will be accountable for reimbursement for any 

destruction of property at What a Ruff Life, LLC caused by my dog(s), my guest’s dogs, and my 

guests while in our facility. 

_______8. I consent to digital recordings, photographs or other images captured of my dog(s) 

and party goers by What a Ruff Life, LLC while on premise and authorize that they may be used 

for any purpose without compensation. 

_______9. I acknowledge and agree to the cancellation policies outlined by What a Ruff Life, 

LLC which include:  

• Any bakery items are custom made and require 72 hrs. notice of cancellation. 

• The party space may be cancelled without penalty with 48 hours notice prior to 

the scheduled date/time of the event. If I do not provide 48 hours notice, I will 

be charged the minimal rental fee of $50, plus incur any expenses for specialty a-

la-carte items. We do not honor cancellations due to inclement weather. 

_______10. I acknowledge and agree to the rental fee based on my package selection for the 

unleashed party area and to any a-la-carte fees I have selected. I have agreed to reserve the 

party space at the above designated date and time and acknowledge that my credit card will be 

charged in full the day of the event. 

I have read, fully understand, and agree to the above terms for hosting a dog party at What a 

Ruff Life, LLC. All terms and conditions of this agreement shall be binding to the heirs, 

administrators, personal representatives and assigns of the owner and What a Ruff Life, LLC. 

 

OWNER'S SIGNATURE: __________________________ DATE: _____________ 

 

 

94 Pain Road Newington, CT 06111 

860.666.RUFF (7833) 


